Reopening Plan Aligned with Latest State Guidance (from 07-14-2020)

NOTE: The 50% building capacity rule is no longer in force, however, in all buildings 6-foot distancing and mask requirements remain in effect for all K-12 students, staff members, and visitors.

Plan A: (Full face-to-face)
- Not a consideration at this time, due to the governor’s order.
- Should we be given direction to move into Plan A, all students will return to school with some ongoing health and safety protocols.

Plan B: (Hybrid face-to-face and remote)
(For grades K-8)
- Students split into two groups. (50%)
- Each group attends 2-days per week face-to-face.
- **A group** attends Monday/Tuesday. **B group** attends Thursday/Friday.
- **Wednesday is full remote instruction for all students.** (Schools deep cleaning. Teachers planning and feedback, PD, lesson planning, etc.)
- We can accommodate 15 students in a classroom and maintain 6-ft distancing.
- Teachers keep their own students.
- Teachers’ and staff members’ children who are WCPS students (grades K-5/6 only) may attend all 4 days. (TBD: Teachers may be able to bring their children with them on Wednesdays, when students are all remote.)
- Special needs students have the option to attend all four face-to-face days.

NOTE: All Wayne School of Engineering grades 6-8 students will follow the high school model (below), so that all students at the school are on the same schedule.

(For grades 9-12)
- Students split (by last name) into thirds – Group A, B, C
- Groups attend on a three-week cycle, receiving 4 full days of face-to-face instruction, with two weeks on remote.
- **Wednesday is full remote instruction for all students.** (Schools deep cleaning. Teachers planning and feedback, PD, lesson planning, etc.)
- (NOTE: First week of school, each group would attend 1-day, and have 2 days remote. This will allow for distribution of tech and materials, training, expectations, etc. for all students during the 1st week.
- Special needs students have the option for 4-days in-person every week.
Plan C: (100% Remote)
- Full Template of 17-point Remote Learning Plan is ready for review. To be posted to district website by July 17th.
- Ongoing training, particularly with Canvas learning platform.
- Provide absolute clarity on student and staff expectations—participation, worksites and hours, assessments, and grading.
- Definitions and clarity around communication and feedback requirements (for teachers), as part of training.
- Details being worked out about taking attendance, regular announcements to parents and students, how the district can enhance communication if the district has to go full remote again.

The 4th Option – Voluntary Virtual Learning Program (100% remote by request)
- Made available to all students, by state mandate.
- Essentially offers “Plan C” by request, instead of the hybrid Plan B.
- Registration should be posted to district website by July 17th, with all-call going out to families. Two-week window for sign up. Deadline is July 30th, so we can plan for numbers we will actually have for face-to-face instruction.
- Teachers are currently completing a survey to indicate if they will be able to return to classrooms in August. Hope is to pair remote-only teachers with remote opt-in students.
- Students must commit to at least one full semester, if they register for this option.